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Abstract

Today the most reliable linguistic reconstruction of the Indo-European Homeland is that suggested by TV Gamkrelidze and VV Ivanov. They localized this Homeland in the Near East. From this region it is possible basing on archaeological materials to demonstrate migrations of bearers of Indo-European dialects to the Balkans, the Caucasus, Iran and Central Asia. Earlier it was considered that possibilities to show distribution of the Indo-Europeans from the Near East to Northern Eurasia are absent. However, this popular among archeologists opinion does not correspond to facts. Many authors suggested Near Eastern connections for individual cultures of this region. However, the purest “Near Eastern” complex here is Sintashta culture in the Southern Urals that had formed a basis for formation of many Bronze Age cultures. Contrary to it, the popular today point of view about migration of steppe cultures to Iran and India is not supported by archaeological materials. In addition to this, character of transferred innovations does not allow to speak about cultural borrowings. These innovations were impossible without essential migratory processes, which determined cultural genesis in Northern Eurasia in antiquity, and resulted in distribution of the Indo-European languages.
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Introduction

The place of origins of people speaking Indo-European languages is a very enigmatic problem, important for both archaeology and linguistics. For many years, different areas from Western Europe to India have been discussed in search for this place, and today we have many different hypotheses. However, there is no point to discuss all of them, because in modern science only two are worthy of comment. The best known and most widespread is the hypothesis of the origin of the Indo-Europeans in the steppe zone of Eastern Europe- the so-called “Kurgan theory”. VG Childe suggested it as a hypothesis in connection with the Indo-European identity of the ‘ochre burials culture’ of Eastern Europe; it was supported by S Piggott, and developed subsequently by M Gimbutas, JP Mallory and DW Anthony [1-6].

This approach has many unsolvable archaeological problems [7]. However, Indo-European Homeland localization is, above all, a linguistic problem.

The linguistic aspect of the problem was successfully studied by TV Gamkrelidze and WV Ivanov [8,9], who on the base of proto-Indo-European connections with Near Eastern languages, as well as reconstruction of Indo-European environment and economy offered its localization in the Near East. There is no other linguistic reconstruction that can prove convincingly this localization in other areas, except for the presence of proto-Indo-European river-names in Central Europe [10,11]. However, the last can be explained by a doubtless migratory character of neolitization of Europe from Anatolia.

Thus, it would be desirable to emphasize two moments: today we have no serious linguistic alternative to the southern localization of the Indo-European Homeland; any linguistic concept must be coordinated with archaeology. The latter caused a bright discussion just after publishing the first works of TV Gamkrelidze and WV Ivanov on this subject.

Some archaeologists suggested archaeological models of the Anatolian [12,13] and Near Eastern [7] Homeland. Nevertheless, at that time the majority of archeologists were supporters of the East European localization of the Homeland. Therefore, a general opinion of archeologists was that there were no cultures having southern origins in Northern Eurasia, but Indo-Iranian movements to the south are visible quite distinctly. Against this background, the articles of N Ya Merpert [14] and EN Chernikh [15] differed. They demonstrated long cultural interplays in the Circumpontic area and conformity of these cultures to the reconstructed PIE language. Finally, they proved the fact that early IE dialects had diffused in the area because of these contacts and connections in the Eneolithic and the Bronze Age. However, it allows us to consider as a Homeland any region round the Black Sea. Therefore, above all it is necessary to be defined with the time and place of formation of a language, which it is possible to consider as Proto-Indo-European (PIE). These questions have been discussed by JP Mallory [16].
Time of PIE

In linguistics at the heart of determination of temporary depth of this or that language a glottochronological method lies. It is supposed that changes in language are rather uniform. Actually it is, of course, a compelled assumption because speed of these changes is caused by concrete social and historical processes, language contacts and a series of other reasons. Therefore, in a real research, chronology of any language is constantly correlated with reconstructed chronology of other languages. As a result, this method cannot be considered as a method of an absolute dating. It is only a relative dating. On the base of the linguistic reconstruction of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov, the stage of the proto-Indo-European language is dated, at the latest, to the 5th-4th millennia BC [17]. On the base of Grigoriev’s archaeological reconstruction, it is dated to the 7th millennium BC [7], but it is necessary to understand that this date is a reconstruction too, instead of any exact measurement.

On the base of statistical methods used in genetic studies Gray and Atkinson dated the initial Indo-European divergence of between 9,800 and 7,800 years BP [18]. The following development of this study resulted in a conclusion that the Indo-European language trees fit with an expansion from Anatolia beginning since 9,500 to 8,000 BP [19].

Possible tie of linguistic chronology with archaeological eras is defined by that in the PIE there is a common term for designation of copper. In this case for the Eastern Europe the best date of the Homeland is the 5th millennium BC when there the first copper objects appeared, and for the Near East it is the 8-7th millennia BC. Respectively, there is a question of legitimacy of the early date for the PIE and of the choice of this or that region as a Homeland.

Area of the Homeland

Because said above we must discuss the problem of localizing the Indo-European Homeland. Many scholars also suppose that the Eastern European localisation of the Indo-European homeland can be confirmed by the presence of very ancient contacts between the bearers of the proto-Indo-European and proto-Finno-Ugrian languages. However, analysis of the vocabulary testifies in favour of the diametrically opposite point of view. There is no actual evidence of such contacts: the earliest between people speaking these languages took place after the disintegration of the proto-Indo-European language- between bearers of proto-Finno-Ugrian and one of the early Indo-Iranian dialects. Somewhat later came borrowings from the Tocharian tongues into Finno-Ugrian, but evidence about contacts is limited to these Tocharian and Aryan borrowings [20]. Therefore, some affinity of proto-Indo-European and proto-Uralic can be discussed from the position of the Nostratic theory only.

Analysis of Indo-European languages by T.V. Gamkrelidze and V.V. Ivanov [8,9,21] revealed early Indo-European contacts with Semites, Kartvelians, and North Caucasians. In addition, the nature of the landscape, flora and fauna of the Indo-European homeland have been reconstructed. This has allowed them to place the Indo-European homeland in the area including Eastern Anatolia, the Armenian Plateau, and Iranian Azerbaijan. The same regions are indicated by analysis of the lexicon, which allowed the Indo-European environment to be reconstructed. The East European theory is not able to explain the developed mountain lexicon in the PIE as well as inclusions from the Near Eastern languages. Therefore, this “Kurgan theory” can exist further only in case of appearance of linguistic works which would show that the reconstruction of mountain lexicon is erroneous, as are also erroneous the reconstructed language connections with the Near Eastern languages. Contrary to this, there are new works about PIE connections with Afro-Asian languages [22]. Against this background, archaeological models of the Eastern European Homeland cannot be discussed any more.

However, there is a problem of culture and economy of the Indo-Europeans reconstructed on the base of language analysis. The Indo-European economy was, above all, agricultural. In Eneolithic cultures of the south of Eastern Europe agriculture was absent. Actually, even cattle breeding were widespread weakly, and ideas about a horse-breeding economy are called recently in question [23].

It is necessary to emphasize that only cultures of the Pre-ceramic Neolithic in Northern Mesopotamia show strict correspondence to the linguistic reconstruction of the early Indo-European culture and economy (see [8,9], and compare [7]). Cattle were already domesticated, but their part in the herd was insignificant. Goats and, especially sheep formed its basis. The term ‘sheep’ even corresponded to the concept of ‘the whole herd/flock’. The words for wheat and barley form part of common Indo-European terminology. Millet, rye and oat do not start to be cultivated until after the appearance of separate dialects. The first Indo-Europeans harvested using sickles; grain was not ground but pounded. Flax is known, but not in all dialects. Spinning, weaving and sewing were known. The common terminology of the potter is absent, but the terms for notions such as ‘to pug,’ ‘clay,’ ‘to model’ and ‘pise wall’ go back to the proto-Indo-European condition. There is a common term for designating a fence or fortification. There is also a common term for copper, but a unified terminology linking forging and metallurgical activity is wanting.

The all this terminology is fully reflected in realities of the Pre-ceramic Neolithic sites. On all settlements of the 7th-6th millennia BC the only kinds of domesticated cereals were barley and wheat; on some, flax is detected. Cereals were harvested by sickles with stone insets, and grain was pounded by pestles in mortars or on millstones.

Small copper objects show that there was knowledge of metal, but its processing by means of cold forging explains the absence of special terminology. Of domestic animal remains, the most part of bones belong to sheep and goats, and only 2-3 percent to cattle. The part of cattle and pigs in the herd increased later. There are no ceramic vessels, but clay was used for manufacturing small figurines and in building, including small defensive walls.

It is impossible to find another area with such conformities. If it were possible, it would be interesting to know about this. Either
it would be interesting to know an argued opinion that basing on the Indo-European language it is possible to reconstruct another type of economy, for example horse-breeding. By the way, horse is known in herd in the Southern Caucasus and Eastern Anatolia from the 5th -4th millennia BC (on the settlement of Alikemktepesi its part is 7.5 percent), which corresponds to its later appearance according to the linguistic reconstruction. In earlier settlements of Shulaveri-Shomutepe culture (Arukho and Tsopi, 6th -5th millennia BC) bones of horse are known, but it is not excluded it was a wild horse [24].

In addition to this, it is necessary to remember that the idea about the Indo-European Homeland in Northern Mesopotamia was based initially on reconstruction of paleo landscape and evidences about language contacts with other Near Eastern languages. Therefore, this area is a single possibility to localize the Homeland. 

**Indo-European Migrations**

Another part of the problem is ways of migrations of the Indo-Europeans to places of their historical residence. I shall touch upon the most general picture based on analyses of archaeological materials. However, analyzing these materials we are not able to say which language spoke people produced particular ceramic and metal artifacts. To establish language affiliation of any archaeological culture it is necessary to compare the most general processes reconstructed on both archaeological and linguistic base. If these processes coincide, we may suppose that they were identical processes and talk about correspondence of distribution of any cultural complex to distribution of any particular language. Thus, further we shall talk about a scheme of distribution of these or that cultural complexes and innovations as well as about their possible language attribution.

After formation of Neolithic cultures in the Near East and drastic population increase a permanent outflow of people from the area in different directions started. It was a basic reason of the Indo-Europeanization of the continent. However, we must remember that in the Near East different peoples lived, spoken Indo-European, Dene- Caucasian and other languages, and we cannot always talk about the Indo-European migrations.

It is an indisputable fact that people who brought Neolithic cultures to the Balkans (and then to Central Europe) came from the Near East. The presence of Indo-European river-names in Central Europe is, probably, evidence of migrations of Indo-Europeans on the very early stage of dialectal partitioning of their language. However, from this it does not follow that just these populations were a base for development of later European dialects. In my opinion, their separation from the main Indo-European core resulted in isolation and formation in the Balkans of Anatolian dialects. The following disintegration of Balkan Eneolithic cultures and movement of these tribes to Anatolia resulted in appearance in Anatolia of some Bronze Age cultures including Kuro- Araxian in the east, with the Balkan roots. Sometimes this process is used to show that the Indo-Europeans appeared in Anatolia from steppes of Eastern Europe through the Balkans. At this time, the steppe component really penetrated the Balkans. However, in Anatolia the former Balkan populations appeared [25-28], whose roots were initially in Anatolia. Nobody demonstrated movements of the steppe populations to Anatolia, though, probably, they were a trigger of this migration. These processes may be connected with coming of people spoken Anatolian dialects and start of separation of Hitite, Luwian and Palaic languages.

Permanent cultural influences from the Near East to the Caucasus do not need to be discussed. These influences were notable already in the Neolithic when on such settlement as Rakushchini Yar traces of a cattle-breeding economy, which could be introduced only from the south, are reported. In the Eneolithic in steppe complexes such as Novodanilovo and lower layer of the settlement of Mikhailovka there are features of the Transcaucasian Eneolithic complexes such as Tekhut and Alikemktepesi. The brightest expression of these influences is Maikop culture influenced cultural developments in the Northern Caucasus and Eastern Europe. Therefore, these influences and migrations in the Eneolithic and the Early Bronze Age were rather long. Nevertheless, it is necessary to distinguish here the Indo-European and North Caucasian influences. Migrations of people spoken Paleobalkan dialects are also probable, which resulted in the appearance of Eastern European components in the Balkans.

All this described above corresponds to the presence in the Balkans of two pre-Greek layers of place-names: Anatolian and Paleobalkan [8,29].

Greek migrations can be reconstructed too. They are visible in appearance in North-Western Anatolia of Cappadocian ware from the east and then Minian ware in the Balkans [30]. A sharp cultural break in Greece at the beginning of the Early Helladic III period may be probably connected with migrations of Achaeans [31]. There are reasons to suppose that the Mycenaeans Greeks settled in the vicinity before moving into Greece. As its subsequent close connections with the Mycenaeans indicate, this was Transylvania, whence objects comparable with Mycenaean ones occur from the Apa- Hajdosamson horizon [32]. People spoke in the future Dorian language settled during a long time in the north of the peninsula.

Migrations of Indo-Iranians can be traced back basing on the Near Eastern theory too. In this connection, an idea of LS Klein [33] about the Near Eastern roots of Catacomb culture is worth of attention, as well as connection of this culture with the Caucasus and catacombs of the Eastern Mediterranean. This corresponds to found by Trubachev [34] evidences of the Indo-Aryan presence in North Pontic area, and later presence of Mitannian Aryans in the Near East. Origins and development of the catacomb burial tradition is quite visible in North-Eastern Iran and south of Central Asia in such complexes as Parkhai and Sumbar starting from the late 5th - early 4th millennia BC (Figure 1). It is very important that the following Indo-Aryan invasion to India was connected just with cultures of this area. A number of cultures to the north of India (Tulkhar cemetery, Swata) demonstrate similarities in Iran and Balujistan, but any connections with steppe Eurasian cultures were absent. The last are a historiographical myth. Understanding this,
one of supporters of this movement from the north A Parpola [35] formulated an idea of “Kulturkugel” when steppe cultures get to Bactria and Margiana, and further the Baktro-Margianan complex moves to the south, being now the bearer of Indo-Iranian languages obtained from northern newcomers. Artificiality of this approach is obvious, as well as its chronological discrepancy.

Moreover, the Baktro-Margianan archaeological complex (BMAK) had some connections with India but its penetrating there cannot be demonstrated. In my opinion, people left this complex spoke early Iranian dialects. VI Sarianidi [36] has demonstrated that the formation of this complex was caused by migrations from Syro-Anatolian area. In the 14th -13th centuries BC Grey Ware culture appeared in Western Iran and this tradition existed up to the Akhemenid period, which allows this tradition with Medes and Persians to be connected. The roots of the culture were in the area of the Bactro-Margianan archaeological complex. Thus, it is quite possible that the Iranian coming to Bactria and Margiana in the 18th century BC resulted in forcing out the Indo-Aryans and their movement to India.

Another Iranian group from Syro-Anatolian area penetrated the Southern Urals forming Sintashta culture. In this culture we can find parallels to the whole complex of material culture, metallurgical technologies, even to original microstructures of Sintashta slag. And, these features are interconnected and form an integral system.

The analogies in architecture are most important (Figure 2). Sintashta fortified settlements had round plan and usually two lines of fortifications. Dwellings within settlements were placed behind each line of fortifications, and were joined to the defensive wall at the end. Each longitudinal wall was common to two adjacent dwellings. This architectural tradition had no predecessors in steppe zone, but its development may be traced back to Near Eastern prototypes. A similar method of construction is named the “Anatolian settlement scheme”. Its miscellaneous developments present on many settlements: Haçlar, Mersin, Pulur, Karatas-Semayık, Aphrodisias, Heraion, Alişar, Troy, Tarsus, etc. [37]. In addition to this, similarity is observed not only in the general outline, but also in details: fireplaces near walls and in central parts of the dwellings, for example.

Figure 1: Catacomb burials of the Tulkhar [1,2] and Sumbar [3] cemeteries.

Figure 2: Sintashta fortified settlements [1,2] and their analogies in the Near East [3-6]: 1- Arkaim, 2- Sintashta, 3- Tüllintepe; 4- Heraion; 5- Demircihöyük; 6- Pulur.
However, other artifacts have the same Caucasian and Near Eastern parallels: a set of metal and stone artifacts, some ceramic types (Figure 3). I do not think that it is possible to find another explanation to this conformity except for direct migrations. Metallurgy is most indicative [38]. It was based on smelting ores from ultrabasic rock, which was typical of Eastern Anatolia. The Sintashta tradition of alloying with arsenic minerals with nickel admixtures on the stage of ore smelting is typical of the Near East too. But it is also necessary to note that they are not separate parallels, they form a united complex: the type of ore bearing rock allowed smelt at temperature below 1300 °C that did possible the alloying with arsenic at a stage of ore smelting. To save arsenic in metal metallurgists used casting technologies very rarely, forge technologies at low temperatures dominated. These technologies caused morphological characteristics of tools and weapons. Smelting of oxidized ores (sometimes secondary sulfide ore could be added) in relatively small furnace demanded creation of deoxidizing atmosphere. It was possible by means of slow blasting from a well into the furnace (the most part of the Sintashta furnaces situated near wells) and generation, by such a way, of carbon monoxide. Here we see that all parts of metallurgical production not only were interconnected, but they were connected with Sintashta architecture. And, all of them separately had no predecessors in steppe Eurasia.

Extraction of silver from lead ores by the method of cupellation was known in both Anatolian and Sintashta sites. In Eastern Europe this technology is not revealed for this period.

Basing on everything said above, we might conclude that the rise of Sintashta culture was connected with the appearance in the north of the Near Eastern cultural complex in a pure, almost not transformed shape.

In principle, it would be possible to stop here, because many Late Bronze Age cultures from the Dnieper to Irtysh and Central Asia formed on the Sintashta base; that allows us to solve the problem of Iranian migrations to the north.

However, the following culture of the Scythians and Sarmatians did not form on this base. In spite of the fact that this is a common opinion and just this postulated connection of steppe cultures of...
the Bronze Age with cultures of the Early Iron Age was a basis for the identification of the Bronze Age cultures with the Indo-Iranians, the real situation is different. At the end of the Final Bronze Age, a sharp deterioration of ecological situation took place. In the whole steppe zone from the Don to the foothills of Altai the quantity of sites sharply decreases. For this period, a very limited number of inexpensive burials is known which have not something in common with the subsequent culture of the Scythians and Sarmatians. Its formation was connected with cultures of Karasuk and Irmen’ type in Central Asia, and as it has been demonstrated by NL Chlenova [39,40] the cultures of this type had the Near Eastern roots. In recent years, this point of view finds more and more confirmation in archaeological materials of this period. Impulses from the East are visible at formation of the Early Iron Age culture at two stages: during the Final Bronze Age and, mostly, at the beginning of the Early Iron Age.

At last, the most disputable part of the theory of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov is migration of people speaking ancient European dialects: the Celts, Italics, Balts, Slavs, and Germans. The migration from the Near East around the Caspian Sea to Europe. Archaeological expression of this migration is movement of Seima-Turbinovo and Fyodorovo/Andronovo people. There is no question about their westwards migrations from the Altai [41]. The question of their origins is more complicated. In my opinion metallurgical innovations brought by these cultures (smelting of copper sulfides, tin-alloys, new casting technologies and type of weapons and tools) had nor roots in the north. For the first time they appeared in the Near East and were distributed in Northern Eurasia and then in Europe.

It is necessary to add one more explanation. Very often at the description of Indo-European migrations in the steppe zone “Andronovo culture” is used. In different texts we can read about the Andronovo migrations to the south that leads to the appearance there of the Iranians and Indo-Aryans. Sometimes the east groups of Andronovo people are used to explain presence of the Tocharians in Central Asia, though the western Andronovo people are considered as the Indo-Iranians. All this causes serious questions from the point of view of chronology of the dialectal partitioning of Indo-European languages. More precisely, this does not correspond to this chronology at all. But, if we even ignore these problems, we should discuss the Andronovo culture more realistic. Because of popularity of this term, my following thesis will seem paradoxical though it will not surprise people who directly study this culture. A part of them will agree with this thesis, another part will be disagree, but this will be based on the attitude to that on what base it is possible to unite archaeological materials into any culture. This thesis is follows: the Andronovo culture did not exist. If not to consider some small cultural formations of this period, the culture consists of two different parts. The first is Alakul culture created on the Sintashta base. The second is Fyodorovo culture. Earlier there were ideas that this culture was formed in the middle of 2nd millennium BC on the Alakul base. However, another point of view always existed, and it now dominates: the Fyodorovo culture was created irrespective of Alakul, and, within Northern Eurasia, it appeared first in the east, and its bearers began to move to the west. Interaction of these two cultures led to formation of some similar features that allowed speaking about some Andronovo unity. However, in pure form these cultures are non-comparable. Therefore, the use of Andronovo culture for demonstration of the processes of the eastward and southward Indo-European migrations is based on incorrect understanding of processes of cultural genesis in Northern Eurasia. At the same time, this interaction of the moving from the east Fyodorovo culture with Alakul culture of the steppe zone is well coordinated with Gamkrelidze and Ivanov’s reconstruction, who on the base of the analysis of language consider that in the course of migrations across Northern Eurasia ancient Europeans had intensive contacts with bearers of an early Iranian dialect [21].

It is a very indicative example as it is easy to find to the system of Indo-European migrations reconstructed by the above-named authors not only concrete archaeological equivalents, but we often find similarities at a level of details. Conformity of the linguistic model and the archaeological model allows us to say that they describe identical processes. There are, of course, also some distinctions between these two systems. A part of these distinctions may be explained by mistakes of the linguistic system, another part—by mistakes in the archaeological reconstruction. Some discrepancies have been caused by our simplification of these processes and any difficult nuances, which are concealed from us yet. Nevertheless, these discrepancies will be overcome during the following work.

**Conclusion**

Thus, despite unpopularity of the idea about the Near Eastern connections of cultures in Northern Eurasia and weak study of these connections, their number is large, and in the future this information will increase. It is possible to contest individual facts and to prove that this or that feature could have autochthonous origins. However, it is already impossible to deny the abundance of these connections today. And essentially, it is well coordinated with the linguistic theory of the origins of Indo-Europeans.

Contrary to this, the “northern” component in the south is completely lacking. Supporters of this theory must answer only two simple questions: WHERE? and WHAT EXACTLY? The same questions can be also asked to linguists who try to speak about the Indo-European Homeland in the north. I do not think that we will wait until the detailed developed answers. It is a characteristic property of dominating errors. Statements in their favour may not be supported by a reasonable argumentation. They are perceived with approval and understanding even without it. Moreover, all that it was possible to throw on scales of the theory about the steppe Homeland of the Indo-Europeans is already thrown. And, there is not enough argumentation, or this argumentation is based on false evidences.

One more aspect of the problem is connected with it. Some authors, who believe that Indo-European Homeland was in Anatolia, reject a migratory way of the Indo-European languages distribution.
[13,42]. They believe that languages could be distributed by means of contacts. Similarly, many archeologists think that cultural borrowings were a way of appearance of cultural features from distant areas. Nevertheless, we do not know historical examples of such a way for new languages. It is also impossible for culture. We may admit transfer of some individual features. However, as a rule, we deal with system transformations. It is especially indicative in metallurgy, which cannot be borrowed through areas where ore deposits are lacking. Therefore archeologists should get accustomed to the idea of long-distance migrations and understand that they took place not only in the Early Iron Age and the Middle Ages (what is well reflected in written sources), but also much more earlier.

Thus, today we have no alternative to the Indo-European migrations from the Near East. And now the most interesting stage in research of this problem begins: stage of detailed study and statement of more complex and interesting problems.
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